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Abstract

A new informational index of income inequality is proposed. Based on a combinatorial
characterisation of entropy and on its generalisation by multivariate measures of co-information,
the index addresses a limiting analytical choice embedded in Theil’s two indices of income
inequality. This yields a positive measure of inequality of opportunity in income-generating
processes, defined in relation to probabilities that the population-wide distribution of income
describes the set of possible income levels facing specified sub-groups of that population. Its
measure across a population is given when sub-groups consist of each individual. This can
be successively decomposed linearly by sub-groups defined by covariates of income. In those
instances, the index also provides informational measures of phenomenological association and
interaction between income and those covariates. On those bases the index improves on mean-log
deviations as measures of “luck egalitarian” notions of equity; casts new light on and uncovers
new properties in the Theil-Finezza index of segregation; offers a non-parametric generalisation
of the Kitagawa-Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition; and lays new conceptual foundations for work
on the determinants and normative content of patterns of income differentiation in decentralised
market economies.
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1 Information Theory and Analysis of Inequality

In chapter four of his seminal Economics and Information Theory, Henri Theil, 1971 developed and

established the key mathematical properties of two entropic indices of income inequality. While

those indices have been widely used as measures of inequality over the past fifty years, considerable

controversy remains about their conceptual foundation. Amartya Sen, 1997 expressed a widely

shared concern when noting that Theil’s first index, “is an arbitrary formula, and the average of

the logarithms of the reciprocals of income shares weighted by income is not a measure that is

exactly overflowing with intuitive sense.”

∗I would like to thank Ravi Kanbur, Duncan Foley, Sanjay Reddy, Amos Golan, Noé Wiener, Ellis Scharfenaker,
and Jenn Yablonski for the many exchanges that helped me arrive at what is reported here. The usual disclaimers
apply.
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The controversy is understandable. For many decades after the introduction of the concept of

entropy, disagreement persisted among physicists on why exactly it helped them establish some of

the most empirically successful theories in physics.1 Some of the resulting conceptual ambiguities

were spread into economics by a number of interventions that have sought to import the concept

of entropy into economic analysis somewhat mechanically, without explicitly addressing exactly

why entropy functionals may be useful in analysis of economic systems. Matters were not helped

by Theil himself. His conceptual exposition was arguably terse, motivating his indices because

they offer measures of inequality that obey the Dalton-Pigou Transfer Principle and are linearly

decomposable across sub-groups, without a discussion on what entropic functionals may measure

for distributions of an economic variable like individual income.

Two recent contributions have effectively underlined the importance of achieving conceptual

clarity concerning the use of entropic functionals in analysis of income distributions. Each has

independently considered the possibility that entropic functionals of income distributions may be be

understood as more than just descriptive, and may be related to characterisations and to normative

assessments of the processes shaping income distributions. Kanbur and Snell, 2019 show how within

the terms of well-specified “helicopter drop” models of income-generating processes, Theil’s indices

can be understood as test statistics for the presence of Friedman, 1962’s notion of fairness or ex ante

equality of treatment. Taking a different approach to the use of entropic functionals in economic

analysis, dos Santos and Wiener, 2020 showed how entropic measures of joint distributions of

income and its covariates offer robust, informational measures of association between income and

its covariates, offering a powerful new way to grapple with the role played in income-generating

processes by what Roemer, 1998 and other “luck egalitarians” term “circumstantial” individual

characteristics.

Those contributions raise the prospect of drawing on the analytical power of information theory

to support work on the conceptualisation, measurement, and determinants of income inequality.2

They suggest that entropic functionals offer bases for indices of income inequality with specific phe-

nomenological content, exhibiting a clear probabilistic relationship to aspects of income-generating

processes. Pursuing these intriguing analytical possibilities requires a clear understanding of the

bases for using information-theoretic measures in analysis of complex processes in economic sys-

tems, like those generating levels of individual income. Unfortunately, there is no widespread,

shared understanding among either economists or physicists interested in economic processes of

what those bases may be.

This paper makes three related contributions in this connection.

1See Jaynes, 1989, for a discussion of the differences between appreciations of the Principle of Maximum Entropy
based on the “ergodic principle,” and his own epistemic or combinatorial interpretation, which he traces back to the
work of Willard Gibbs, 1902 and Claude Shannon, 1948, and guides the approach taken by this paper.

2Jaynes, 2003 and Csiszar, 1998 offer comprehensive and authoritative discussions on the general applicability of
information-theoretic concepts to probabilistic analysis of a broad range of systems.
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First, it offers a detailed conceptual discussion of how entropic functionals can be used to guide

quantitative inquiry into the functioning of any system composed of large numbers of distinguishable

individual members that, at any given point in time, occupy specific individual states.3 This

includes economic systems. In grappling with such systems, inquiry is often concerned with the

nature of and relationships between micro-level configurations and macroscopic states involved in

their functioning. The former are descriptions of the arrangement of each of the system’s members

across all possible individual states in which they may find themselves. The latter are distributions

offering aggregate descriptions of the frequency with which each possible individual state is occupied

across the system. Entropy is a combinatorial, multinomial measure of the relationship between

micro- and macro-level states, defined for macroscopic states or frequencies. It quantifies the

multiplicity or number of micro-level configurations that result in a given macroscopic state or

frequency. This simple concept is eminently useful in thinking about issues of aggregation in

complex economic systems,4 and in statistical inquiry into their functioning.

Second, clarity on the combinatorial content of entropy functionals highlights a key analytical

limitation in Theil’s adoption of those functionals to measure income inequality. Use of Theil’s in-

dices to grapple with the nature of income-generating processes creates the same type of difficulty

first identified by Bose, 1924 and Einstein, 1925 in the application of conventional multinomial

statistics to analysis of aggregations of Bosons—elementary particles that are indistinguishable

when occupying the same energy state. That is because in his indices of income inequality, Theil

effectively treated “units of income” or “units of money” as the basic unit of analysis or members of

the economic system, leaving individual agents as “states” those members may occupy. But money

balances are perfectly fungible, ensuring “units of income” or money are economically indistin-

guishable. All micro-configurations of “units of money” across individuals giving rise to the same

macro-level distribution are in fact the same economic micro-state. As a result, the multinomial

functionals at the heart of Theil’s indices do not provide the correct measure of the micro-level

multiplicity of any given distribution of “units of money” across individuals. While not changing

the ability of Thiel’s indices to offer descriptive measures of income inequality, this limits their

broader analytical usefulness a great deal.

Third, drawing on the combinatorial interpretation of entropy and on its multivariate generali-

sation by measures of co-information, the paper develops a new informational index of inequality.

When applied to individual incomes, the new index avoids the limitations present in Theil’s indices

of income inequality, unlocking the full analytical power of entropic functionals.

The index offers a well-specified, probabilistic measure of inequality of opportunity. The mea-

sure is positive, in that it requires neither specification of what may or may not be a “fair” income

3This approach was first articulated in economic analysis by Foley, 1994. See also its development in Caticha and
Golan, 2014 and dos Santos, 2020. The latter contribution has termed it the socio-combinatorial or Jaynes-Gibbs
application of entropic functionals to quantitative analysis of economic systems.

4As advocated as early as Stutzer, 1983.
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distribution, nor any normative characterisation of social welfare. Instead, it is defined in relation to

probabilities that specified sub-groups in a population of income earners faced the same set of pos-

sible income levels in income-generating processes. When sub-groups consist of each individual in a

population, the index offers a negative, logarithmic measure of the probability that each and every

individual’s income was the result of independent drawings from that population-wide distribution.

When sub-groups are defined by covariates of income, the index offers an equivalent probabilistic

measure of inequality of opportunity across those groups. The index also offers very general mea-

sures of phenomenological association. Its measures across subgroups defined by any covariate of

income correspond to well-defined, informational measures of association and interactions between

income and that covariate in income-generating processes. Its value across a population offers an

informational measure of the significance of individual identity in those processes.

The index defines structures of successive, linearly additive decompositions of its measure of

inequality in a marginal distribution of income. All elements in those decompositions have well-

defined content as probabilistic measures of inequality of opportunity, and as informational mea-

sures of association and interaction between income and the covariates defining them. As such,

the index not only exhibits a general, multivariate instance of the decomposability considered by

Shorrocks, 1980 and by the contributions summarised in Cowell, 2006, but it also defines successive

measures of across- and within-group inequality that correspond to the structures of phenomeno-

logical association between income and the covariates defining the decompositions in question.

By offering coincident, informational measures of inequality and association, the index defines

a number of new results and new avenues of inquiry. It defines a non-parametric, informational

generalisation of the Kitagawa-Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition of the total influence any given set

of characteristics exerts over individual incomes.5 It helps identify new properties in the measure of

segregation proposed by Theil and Finezza, 1971, including its interpretation as a test statistic. It

also offers distinctively useful tools for normative inquiry on the determinants of income inequality,

including robust and very general way to instrumentalise “luck egalitarian” notions of distributive

justice put forward by Roemer, 1998 and others.

The paper is organised as follows. Section two briefly discusses Theil’s two indices of income

inequality and their salient mathematical properties, and discusses recent uses of entropic measures

in work on income inequality. Section three offers a necessary and unavoidably technical discus-

sion concerning the application of information theory to analysis of any system made up of a large

number of members. That includes an explanation of entropy functionals as a combinatorial heuris-

tic that can help guide inquiry into the functioning of those systems, as well as an informational

measure of observer uncertainty, heterogeneity, and diversity implicit in a system’s macroscopic

state. Section four draws on those explanations to show how Theil’s indices of income inequality

embody a specific analytical choice that greatly limits their analytical usefulness. Sections five and

5Kitagawa, 1955; Oaxaca, 1973; Blinder, 1973.
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six define the two central building blocks of the informational index of income inequality–the mu-

tual information and its multivariate generalisation by measures of co-information. The discussion

draws on recent advances in information theory to characterise the phenomenological content of

informational interactions. It also identifies, possibly for the first time, their content as probabilis-

tic measures of the presence of a specific symmetry in the functioning of any system—a symmetry

that may be naturally associated with notions of inequality of opportunity in social inquiry.

This sets the stage for the definition of the informational index of income inequality and a

discussion of its salient mathematical properties in section seven, followed by a concluding discus-

sion of how the index usefully helps re-frame conceptual and practical inquiry on the factors and

associations driving differentiations by individual incomes in decentralised market economies.

2 Theil’s Indices, Divergences, and Income-Generating Processes

Henri Theil put forward two entropic indices of income inequality. In Theil, 1971, those are consid-

ered for distributions of income across a population of m = {1, 2, ..., N} agents. Letting the income

of each of those individuals have a measure ym relative to total income, y represent vectors of those

values across the population, and ρm denote each individual’s income relative to average income,

the two indices are given by,

T1 (y) =
∑
m

ym log ym + logN ; T2 (y) = − 1

N

∑
m

log ρm (1)

As is well known, these indices of inequality are additively decomposable, obey the Dalton-Pigou

principle of transfers, and do not change under proportional changes across all incomes.

2.1 Theil’s Indices as Directed Divergences

Theil’s two indices are also understood as formal measures of the difference between a distribution

of income y and a perfectly equal distribution of income across individuals. This difference is

given by the Kullback-Liebler divergence, a directed informational measure of the extent to which

a distribution p differs from a reference distribution q, formally given by,

D (p,q) =
∑
m

pm log
pm
qm

(2)

Thiel’s two indices are in fact conjugate measures of that divergence. This can be expressed

in at least two useful ways. First, the indices can be understood as measures of the divergence

between a distribution of income y and a uniform distribution u. Under a uniform distribution,

each individual receives the same share u = N−1 of total income, ensuring that, for the first index,
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T1 (y) =
∑
m

ym log
ym
u

= D (y,u) (3)

Along the same lines, the second index can be expressed as,

T2 (y) = −
∑
m

u log ρm =
∑
m

u log
u

ym
= D (u,y) (4)

Both indices effectively measure the same logarithmic differences between each individual’s relative

income under distribution y and what their income would be under a perfectly even distribution u.

The first index weighs those differences by the relative income received by each individual, while

the second one weighs all individuals equally. In both cases, the indices are ultimately grounded

on a specific notion of equality, defined by an equal distribution of income across all individuals.

A second pair of conjugate expressions of Theil’s indices as divergences casts additional light

on their content. Consider a grouping scheme of the N individuals into groups g containing ng

individuals, each with the same income share yg. Under those groupings,

T g1 (y) =
∑
g

ngyg logNyg =
∑
g

cg log
cg
fg

= D (c, f) (5)

Where cg = ngyg denotes the share in total income of group g, and fg =
ng
N is the share of the total

population in that group.

Along the same lines, the second index can also be expressed for this kind of grouping,

T g2 (y) = −
∑
g

ng logNyg =
∑
g

fg log
fg
cg

= D (f , c) (6)

Here Theil’s two indices of income inequality appear as measures of the divergence between the

distributions of people and money across groups of people having the same levels of income. Each

index emphasises a different aspect of income inequality. In expression 5, logarithmic differences

between the two distributions are weighted by the share of total income in the groups in question;

in expression 6, the same differences are weighted by the number of people in the group.6

Decomposability highlights an important difficulty with Theil’s indices. As first identified in

Shorrocks, 1980, it is not at all clear how attributions of income inequality to variations across

groups defined by any given characteristic may be related to the influence exerted by that char-

acteristic on income-generating processes. In fact, Shorrocks noted that by weighing logarithmic

6Equations 5 and 6 offer a formal, information-theoretic statement of a characterisation first raised rather crypti-
cally by Theil, 1971 and emphasised more recently and explicitly by Conceicao et al., 2000.
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differences by income shares, Theil’s first index is compatible with two distinct ways to understand

the measure of inequality “due to” a characteristic like age: The measure of inequality that would

be removed if all age-related inequality were eliminated, and the inequality that would be left if all

inequality due to factors other than age were removed.

While Theil’s second index avoids this problem, the broader difficulty remains: Without a clear

understanding of what aspects of income-generating processes a measure like the average mean

logarithmic deviations captures, it is not at all clear how measures of cross-group inequality given

by either of Theil’s two indices may be understood as measures of the inequality “due to” the char-

acteristics defining the groups in question. Resolving this difficulty requires a clear understanding

of the connection between any measure of income inequality and income-generating processes.

2.2 Entropic Measures, Income-Generating Processes, and Fairness

In this connection, the equivalence between Theil’s indices and an information-theoretic measure

of differences between distributions raises an intriguing prospect. Those measures have a clear and

well-understood probabilistic content that is generally applicable to inquiry into the functioning of

any system composed of large numbers of distinguishable individual members.7 As such, entropic

indices of income inequality may be understood as much more than descriptive. They may be

related to probabilistic characterizations of the processes shaping distributions of income, and to

formal tests of different normative standards of fairness in those processes.

This was raised recently and independently by two sets of contributions. Kanbur and Snell,

2019 discuss how Theil’s indices can be used in parametric tests for the presence of the kind of

ex-ante “equal treatment” emphasised by Friedman, 1962 as the only legitimate criterion of fairness

in income-generating processes. They show how the indices can be related to test statistics for this

kind of fairness, under two specific “helicopter-drop” models of income-generating processes: One

where units of money are individually allocated to individuals with the same probability of receiving

each unit, and another where each individual receives a flow of income units across time until they

are cut off, with each individual facing the same instantaneous probability that they will be cut off.

Based on explicit consideration of the ways in which entropic functionals may be used in analysis of

complex economic systems, dos Santos and Wiener, 2019 and dos Santos and Wiener, 2020 proposed

the use of those functionals as informational measures of association between individual incomes

and other individual economic characteristics. When applied to associations between incomes and

what “luck egalitarians” term circumstantial individual characteristics, entropic functionals provide

general measures of the influence those characteristics exert over economic outcomes, pointing to

the presence of “inequality of opportunity”.

The present discussion can be understood as a synthetic, critical development of these contri-

butions. By drawing and building on the deliberate application of information theory to analysis

7Jaynes, 2003; Csiszar, 1998.
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of economic systems offered by the second set of contributions, it develops an entropic index of

income inequality offering a generalised version of the tests of fairness sought by the first one.

Doing this and grappling with the index’s properties and distinctive analytical usefulness requires

deliberate, technical discussion; including an explicit exposition of how entropic measures can be

used in analysis of economic systems, to which the paper now turns.

3 Entropy and Economic Analysis

Since Henri Theil’s pathbreaking contribution, a number of scholars have pursued applications of

concepts and tools from information theory and statistical mechanics to economic analysis.8 At

the heart of many of these contributions is the concept of entropy, the foundational concept of

information theory. While entropy has several mathematically equivalent but conceptually distinct

foundations, it is most generally defined for quantitative analysis of economic and social systems as a

combinatorial tool.9 Understood as such, entropy offers a simple measure of statistical relationships

between the micro-level characteristics or states of economic individuals and the macro-level states

of economic systems.

This section outlines a socio-combinatorial characterisation of entropic measures that draws

on J Willard Gibbs’ approach to the canonical ensembles of thermodynamics and the epistemic

understanding of probabilities and information theory emphasised by mathematical physicist ET

Jaynes (whose antecedents include the views on probability theory of Keynes, 1921). In the re-

sulting framework, entropy appears as a well-defined measure of heterogeneity and diversity in the

individual states of members of a system, and—thus—of the uncertainty an observer aware only of

a system’s macroscopic state has about them. The framework also points to the limiting analytical

choices Theil made in the definition of his indices. As the concepts involved are not widely under-

stood amongst economists, a careful and unavoidably technical discussion is necessary to motivate

them adequately, and to convey the economic content of entropic functionals.

3.1 Micro-Configurations, Phase Spaces, and Macro-States

The approach Gibbs, 1902 took to his thermodynamic ensembles can be usefully applied to the

problems of quantitative analysis of economic and social systems.10 The approach offers a robust

and novel way to think about the relationship between micro- and macro-level functioning in

economic systems—a way that avoids the pitfalls of both aggregative models postulated without

8See Georgescu-Roegen, 1971; Farjoun and Machover, 1983; Stutzer, 1983; Foley, 1994; Mantegna and Stanley,
2000; Rosser, 2008; Yakovenko, 2007; Golan, 2018; Caticha and Golan, 2014, as well as the contributions discussed
in Scharfenaker and Yang, 2020.

9Niven, 2007.
10See dos Santos, 2020.
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much consideration of micro-level functioning, and of naive “representative agent” characterisations

of macroscopic relationships.11

Formally, consider an economic system composed of a large number of individual members,

n = 1, 2, ..., N . Suppose the state of each member is described by a set of v = 1, 2, ..., k individual

degrees of freedom, X = {X1, ..., Xk}. These may in principle represent any relevant characteristic,

contemporaneous or past. They may be quantifiable or denote qualitative or categorical individual

characteristics, including descriptions of an individual’s institutional or relational situations. Let

xn denote the individual state occupied by member n.

In all practical economic inquiry the domain of each quantitative individual degree of freedom

v is “coarse grained” into sv distinct value ranges or “bins”. Qualitative characteristics may also

be coarse grained with coding schemes mapping them to distinct real numbers. Coarse graining

defines a set of i = 1, 2, ..., s possible individual states xi = {xi1, ..., xik}, with s =
∏
v sv denoting

the number of possible individual states. Let T be the set of all such possible individual states.

In an economic system individual members are distinguishable, in the sense that two members

with the same individual characteristics xi can be understood to exist distinctly from each other and

independently of that shared individual state. We may thus cast the economic system as having sN

mathematically conceivable, distinguishable micro-level configurations of the system’s N members

across each of the s possible coarse-grained individual states. Each micro-level configuration can

be represented by a k ×N matrix γ whose column vectors are given by each individual state, xn.

Naturally, not all conceivable micro-level configurations can occur. The functioning of the

system defines a phase space Γ consisting of all matrices γ representing the micro-configurations

that are phenomenologically possible—i.e., those generated by the functioning of the system. This

phase space may be expressed in relation to subspaces Γv, each containing all possible micro-level

configurations of the N members of the system across the sv coarse-grained values taken by degree

of freedom Xv. Formally, Γ ⊆ Γ1 × Γ2...× Γk.

Coarse graining also allows a distinctive characterization of the system’s macroscopic state,

based on the number of members ni occupying each of the s individual states. Formally, the system’s

observed macroscopic state can be described by histogram vectors or frequency distributions f =

fX ,12 given by 1
N {n1, n2, ..., ns}. The functioning of the system can be understood to define a

space or statistical manifold Φ containing all macroscopic states fX the system may occupy. The

marginal distributions fXv over the sv possible values for an individual degree of freedom Xv are

given by
∑

xj 6=xv fX . Marginal distributions offer partial descriptions of the system’s macroscopic

state and can be understood to occupy spaces Φv.

11A salient discussion of the problems with the latter was provided by Kirman, 1992.
12When the domain over which a frequency vector is defined is unambiguously evident, the simple f will be used.

Where there is ambiguity, the subscript will specify the relevant domain.
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3.2 Micro-Level Multiplicities and Entropy

Entropy is a conceptual tool allowing formal characterisations of the relationship between micro-

level phase spaces Γ and the corresponding sets of accessible macro-level states Φ, defined over

any set X of individual degrees of freedom. Every micro-level configuration γ ∈ Γ supports a

unique macro-state or frequency distribution f . But each macroscopic frequency distribution can

be supported by a number of distinct micro-configurations. In fact, the number Wf of distinct

micro-configurations supporting a macro-level state f under which each bin i contains ni of the

system’s N members can be specified. It is given by the multinomial coefficient, which measures

the number of ways N distinct elements can be arranged into such a pattern,

Wf =
N !∏
i ni!

(7)

The entropy Hf of a macro-state f defined over possible values of X, sometimes expressed as

H (X), is formally given by the average logarithmic measure of its multiplicity Wf across Γ, which

by Stirling’s Approximation in the large-N limit can also be expressed as the expected value of

− log fi,

Hf = H (X) ≡ 1

N
logWf = −

∑
x

fx log fx (8)

Entropy can be understood as a combinatorial heuristic enabling logical inquiry into the func-

tioning of systems of this kind. It can also be understood as a measure of the informational content

of a macroscopic state f , given equivalently by either the uncertainty an observer has about the

micro-configuration of a system in that state, or by the heterogeneity or diversity in the values of

X taken by individual members of the system.

3.2.1 A Combinatorial Heuristic

Entropy is a useful measure for a very simple reason. Higher-entropy macro-states are more common

across the distinguishable micro-configurations γ ∈ Γ a system may occupy. For systems with

N >> s, the combinatorial dominance of the distribution f∗ achieving maximum entropy over

all other macroscopic states in Φ is overwhelming. So much so that as the system evolves and

occupies different micro-configurations over time, it is almost certain that it will remain in statistical

equilibrium at that macro-state. This is not a phenomenological hypothesis. It is a combinatorial

fact, applicable to any system whose micro- and macro-level states may be appropriately described

by sets like Γ and Φ, as defined above.

This conclusion can guide the iterative process of observational inquiry into the functioning of

such systems. If an observer has a set of knowledge, beliefs, or hypotheses G suggesting that the
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functioning of a large-N system keeps it within a set ΦG of macroscopic states, and they have no

reason to believe any micro-configuration γ ∈ Γ is more likely than others, they should expect to

observe macroscopic behavior in line with the state f∗ = f∗(G) that maximizes entropy over ΦG.

That is because that state is generated by the greatest number of distinct and equiprobable micro-

configurations permitted by the system’s functioning under G. To expect anything else means

either that knowledge different from G is being considered or that expectations are not logically

consistent. The distribution f∗ is the distribution consistent with the observer’s G that is maximally

non-committal toward knowledge that observer does not have. This is the Principle of Maximum

Entropy (PME).

It is important to note that the PME is not a behavioural hypothesis and is entirely independent

of the elements in set G, and of the functioning of the system at hand—or its semantics.13 In fact,

if macroscopic behaviour at variance with f∗ is observed, the PME suggests G is either incomplete

or wrong, informing subsequent inquiry.14 What the Principle offers is a distinctive and logically

robust way to link certain types of knowledge, beliefs, or hypotheses about the functioning of a

system and what basic combinatorial considerations imply about its observable macroscopic states.

3.2.2 A Measure of Information

Entropy is useful well beyond the PME and analysis of systems at statistical equilibria. It offers a

measure of the informational content of a macroscopic state f : A quantification, in informational

units,15 of both an observer’s uncertainty about the individual states occupied by members of a

system, and of the heterogeneity and diversity of those states across the entire population. Consider

these in turn.

If Wf denotes the multiplicity of a macro-state f , we can understand ξ = dlogWfe as the

smallest number of informational units needed to enumerate or uniquely designate each of the

possible micro-configurations in which a system in that state may find itself.16 We may thus

understand the entropy of a system’s macroscopic state as an average, informational measure of

how much uncertainty we have about the micro-configuration of a system when all we know is that

it is in that macro-state. Put differently, entropy provides a measure in informational units of our

average uncertainty about the micro-state of an individual member of a system when all we know

is that they belong to a population at f .

Entropy also has a related interpretation as an informational measure of heterogeneity in the

values of x taken by members of the system. As can be easily ascertained from 7 and 8, entropy

achieves its minimum value of zero for distributions where all individual members are concentrated

13As put by Golan, 2018.
14For a formal discussion, see Jaynes, 1979, including the derivation of the Entropy Concentration Theorem.
15Bits, dits, nats, etc, depending on the base b of the logarithms being used.
16That is because ξ information-bearing units each with b distinct states can be used to encode up to bξ distinct

elements, and logb b
ξ = ξ.
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in a single individual state. All distributions of that kind have a multiplicity of one. It should also

be obvious from those two expressions that the multiplicity (and thus the entropy) of macro-states

increases as members of a system move from comparatively high to comparatively low occupancy

states.17 The less concentrated or more heterogeneous individual values of x are across the system,

the higher the entropy. At the limit, entropy is maximised when all individuals are uniformly spread

across all s possible individual states, where its value reaches log s. As a result, Hf ∈ [0, log s].

A number of contributions have also emphasised how entropy can be understood as an index

of the diversity in individual states in a population.18 To see this formally, consider that for every

f ∈ Φ defined over s bins there is a unique σf , for which,

Hf = logW
1
N
f = log σf (9)

It is thus possible to think of a distribution or macro-state f defined over s bins as informationally

equivalent to a uniform distribution defined over σf ∈ [1, s] bins, in the sense that both exhibit

the same measure of observer uncertainty and heterogeneity. Since the definition in 9 implies that

σNf = Wf , this equivalence can be expressed differently: The distribution f has the same multiplicity

as the number of conceivable micro-configurations for a system where N members may each take

on σf ≤ s distinct individual states. As a result we may understand σf as a measure of the effective

number of individual states available to each member of a system in a macro-state f . Entropy may

thus be understood as an index of the diversity of values for X effectively available to members of

the system under that distribution.

In what follows, the informational measure of heterogeneity, observer uncertainty, and diver-

sity given by the entropy of a macroscopic state or distribution will be simply referred to as the

information in that state, distribution, or degrees of freedom. The properties of the information

hint at its possible role as the foundation for distinctively useful measures on inequality. It offers a

quantification of the dissimilarity in the individual states taken by members of a system. Because

it depends only on the frequencies f with which each individual state is occupied, it is independent

of the nature or geometry of the set T of those states. And because it offers a formal measure

of observer uncertainty, it can also be related to efforts to characterise the functioning of the sys-

tem in question. This raises the possibility of developing informational measures of inequality in

distributions of any X with a clear relationship to the functioning of the systems generating them.

To understand how entropic functionals can be taken as measures of inequality of that kind,

it is necessary to consider carefully multivariate generalisations of entropy and their probabilistic

17Formally, if we start from a macro-state or distribution f0 and move a single individual from state j to state k
we arrive at a distribution f1 whose multiplicity Wf1 can be characterised relative to the multiplicity of the original
distribution: Wf1 = Wf0

nj

nk+1
. Clearly, the multiplicity and entropy increase iff nj > nk +1, that is, if the movement

in question involves an individual moving to a lower-occupancy state than their prior state.
18See MacArthur, 1965 for an early application in biology, Patil and Taillie, 1982 for a more general statistical

treatment, as well as Jost, 2006.
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content.

4 Theil’s Limiting Analytical Choice

Before turning to that discussion, a few observations on the limiting analytical choice Henri Theil

made when defining his two indices of income inequality are in order. Seen from the perspective

of the framework developed above, Theil took “units of income” as the basic members of economic

systems, and effectively considered individuals as one-dimensional “states” those units of income

may occupy. This poses a number of problems that greatly limit the analytical usefulness of Theil’s

indices. Those problems follow from the fundamental fungibility of money and the wholly arbitrary

and conventional nature of any unit used to account for monetary flows and balances.

Equivalent denominations of money are phenomenologically indistinguishable from one another—

their lack of individual economic distinction is in fact inherent to their ability to function as a money.

Even in a hypothetical setting where monetary circulation involves the exchange of physical tokens

representing a single monetary unit, all such monetary units are perfectly interchangeable: Switch-

ing two equivalent physical pieces of money between two individuals while changing nothing else

implies no change in the micro-level state of the economic system, its future, or its history.

From the standpoint of the functioning of an economic system, all micro-level configurations

of different units of money or income across individuals supporting the same overall distribution

or macroscopic state y are indistinguishable from each other. What is relevant to the evolution of

an economic system is how much money or income each individual has, not what exact “pieces”

of money or income they have. All micro-level configurations supporting the same y are in fact

the same micro-level state. Mathematically, all macroscopic states y have a multiplicity of one.

The phase space Γ of all possible micro-configurations of units of income or units of money across

individuals collapses onto a set equivalent to the set of all possible macro states, Φ.

This collapse does not prevent Theil’s indices from providing sound measures of income in-

equality. But it ensures that they do not offer the correct measure of the multiplicity of micro-

configurations supporting a macroscopic state, or of the heterogeneity, uncertainty, and diversity

contained in it. That greatly limits their usefulness as tools to characterise income-generating

processes.

Using multinomial statistics to describe distributions of indistinguishable entities is generally

inappropriate. This was first identified by Satyendra Bose, 1924 in relation to the application of

conventional multinomial statistics to analysis of systems made up of particles we now eponymously

call Bosons. Bosons occupying the same energy state are indistinguishable. In such cases, the

multinomial measure of multiplicity Wf overestimates the number of distinguishable micro-level

configurations supporting a macro-state f , which is correctly measured correctly by Bose-Einstein

statistics. The use of multinomial measures to describe distributions of indistinguishable monetary
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units results in the same kind of error.

Fortunately, the present case does not require the development of new statistics. That is because

taking any given denomination of money or income as the unit of economic analysis poses a second

and more fundamental problem. As readily evident in contemporary credit-monetary systems,

where money consists primarily of entries in bank balance sheets, it is entirely meaningless to speak

of discernible individual “units of money” within any given monetary balance. Monetary units

of account are entirely arbitrary and conventional. They have no phenomenological significance.

Monetary balances change as a result of and in denominations varying according to the interactions

between economic agents. In this limited sense, “units of money” are much like units of energy—

both are human accounting abstractions used to keep track of changes in the relevant system.

Much like energy does not exist independently of physical entities whose state we characterise by

an energy level, money balances do not exist independently of the agents holding them. Both units

of energy and units of money are patently inappropriate units of analysis.

These difficulties can be readily avoided by taking the approach the previous section outlines.

Individual agents are well-defined, inherently distinguishable, and exist independently of their eco-

nomic state. Their income over any given time period is but one of several individual degrees of

freedom defining that state. This simple application of the approach Gibbs’ took in his canonical

ensembles results in entropy functionals offering correct informational measures of the multiplicity

of macroscopic states. That lays the foundation for a non-parametric measure of inequality of

opportunity in processes generating any individual economic outcome like income.

5 Mutual Information and Its Probabilistic Content

The formal foundation for the informational index of income inequality is given by the multivari-

ate generalisation of entropy defined by the co-information between sets of individual degrees of

freedom. Measures of co-information have a clear probabilistic content, defined in terms of a spe-

cific symmetry in the processes generating macroscopic distributions or states. In social systems,

this symmetry gives formal, mathematical expression to notions of inequality of opportunity. The

co-information can also be successively decomposed across sub-groups into additive elements with

well-defined content as informational measures of statistical association between individual degrees

of freedom. As a result, it offers formal bases for a measure of inequality in the distribution of any

given degree of freedom that also captures key aspects of the processes shaping that distribution.

The easiest way to define the co-information and to understand its properties is to consider

their simplest and most readily intuitive instance: the mutual information, to which this section

turns.
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5.1 Mutual Information

The mutual information is a concept closely related to entropy that offers very general, nonlinear

measures of the phenomenological association between sets of individual degrees of freedom implicit

the joint frequency distributions of individuals across their possible values.19

5.1.1 Definition

Formally, consider two mutually exclusive sets of individual degrees of freedom in a system: a

quantity of primary interest Y and a set of covariates X. The mutual information between Y and

X is defined by the difference between the entropy in the marginal distribution of, say, Y and the

average entropy of the distributions of Y conditional on values of X,

I (Y,X) = H (Y )−H (Y |X) = H (Y )−
∑
x

fx H (Y |x) (10)

The mutual information is the average reduction in heterogeneity in individual values of Y when

we move from considering their distribution across all individuals in the system to considering their

distributions organised into groupings defined by the values x taken by each individual. It is thus

also the reduction in an observer’s uncertainty about the system’s micro-configuration when they

move from observing only the marginal distribution fY to observing the conditional distributions

fY |x—how much we learn, measured in informational units, about individual values of y when we

learn about their measure of x. As the name suggests, it is a measure of the information that is

shared between two sets of degrees of freedom.20

It is trivial to show that the mutual information takes on its minimum value of zero when the

conditional distributions fY |x have the same entropy as the population-wide, marginal distribution

of Y . It increases as the conditional distributions fY |x become more organised or less heterogeneous

than the population-wide, marginal distribution of Y . And in settings where H (Y ) ≤ H (X),

the mutual information reaches its maximum conceivable value of H (Y ) when those conditional

distributions have zero entropy. In those cases, all of the heterogeneity or diversity in individual

values of Y is associated with heterogeneity or diversity in values of X, ensuring that knowledge of

the latter leaves an observer with no uncertainty about the former.

19See dos Santos and Wiener, 2019 and dos Santos and Wiener, 2020 for the motivation of the use of different
measures of mutual information in observational inquiry into complex economic systems based on the types of data
typically available to economists.

20Fano, 1961.
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5.1.2 An Informational Measure of Association

Simple manipulation underlines that the mutual information is symmetric,21

I (Y,X) = H (Y ) +H (X)−H (Y,X) (11)

From this expression it is also possible to show how the mutual information offers a general measure

of phenomenological association between sets of degrees of freedom. Using the definitions in 8 and

10 the mutual information can be expressed as,

I (Y,X) =
1

N
log

WfYWfX

WfY,X

(12)

This measure captures the extent to which the functioning of a system creates interdependences

between individual values for Y and X. If that functioning ensures that the two sets of degrees

of freedom are independent, the number of micro-configurations supporting their joint distribution

is simply the product WfYWfX of the number of micro-configurations supporting their respective

marginal distributions: For each of the WfY micro-configurations sustaining fY , there would be

WfX possible micro-configurations over values of x available to the system. But to the extent that

the functioning of the system establishes relationships between measures of y and x, there will be

generally fewer than WfX possible micro-configurations over values of x compatible with any of

the WfY possible micro-configurations over values of y. As a result, WfY,X will be smaller than

WfYWfX . The mutual information quantifies in informational units this “shortfall” in phase-space

volume defined by interdependences in the functioning of the system.

Unlike covariances, the mutual information is defined exclusively by the relative occupancies

fY,X , not the particular locations in T over which they occur. As such, it is independent of the form

taken by the interrelationships involved, or from any measure of distance on T or its topology. It

can be defined and calculated for any mix of coarse-grained quantitative or categorical degrees of

freedom, and will capture the systemic effects of any form of association between values of X and

Y within and across individuals in the system.

5.2 Probabilistic Content

The combinatorial foundation of entropic functionals bestows clear probabilistic content upon

them.22 That content ensures that the general, non-parametric measure of association given by

the mutual information I (Y,X) is also related to the probability that the processes generating

individual values of Y exhibit an important symmetry: That each of the conditional distributions

fY |x is the result of nx independent drawings from the population-wide, marginal distribution fY .

21Using the fact that the definition of entropy ensures that H (Y |X) +H (X) = H (Y,X).
22See Niven, 2007.
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The mutual information can also be related to a Chi-Squared test-statistic for the hypothesis that

this symmetry was present in the processes generating fY,X

5.2.1 Mutual Information as Probabilistic Measures

Consider taking N independent drawings from a probability distribution q defined over s states.

Let π (γf ,q; s,N) denote the probability that those drawings result in a specific micro-configuration

γf of individuals supporting a macroscopic frequency distribution f = 1
N {n1, ..., ns}. Formally,

π (γf ,q; s,N) =
s∏
i=1

qnii (13)

Since there are Wf such configurations γf , the probability P (f ,q; s,N) that the drawings will result

in a macroscopic frequency distribution f will be given by,

P (f ,q; s,N) = π (γf ,q; s,N) Wf =
N !∏
i ni!

s∏
i=1

qnii (14)

Treading the same path leading to equation 8 leads us to an expression relating the KL diver-

gence D (f ||q) to this probability,

1

N
logP (f ,q; s,N) = Hf +

1

N
log π (γf ,q; s,N) = −D (f ||q) (15)

The expression in 15 leads to the widely understood relationship between the entropy of a distri-

bution f and the probability P (f ,u; s,N) that that distribution will be the result of N independent

drawings from a uniform distribution u over s states,

log s−Hf = − 1

N
logP (f ,u; s,N) (16)

This is the relationship used to establish an identity between Theil’s indices and the conjugate

pairs of KL divergences discussed above. In line with the discussion in the previous section, note

that this relationship is not generally true in systems whose members are indistinguishable.

We may now turn to the probabilistic content of the mutual information. From its definition in

10 and that of the KL divergence in 2, a long-understood identity follows,

I (Y,X) = D (fY,X ||fY fX) = − 1

N
logP (fY,X , fY fX ; s,N) (17)

The mutual information offers a negative, logarithmic measure of the probability that the distri-

bution fY,X arose from processes under which X and Y are statistically independent.

Expressing D (fY,X ||fY fX) in 17 in terms of conditional distributions results in two useful iden-
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tities. The mutual information between degrees of freedom Y and X is in fact the average measure

of the informational divergence between each of the conditional distributions fY |x and the marginal

distribution of Y ,

I (Y,X) =
∑
x

fx D
(
fY |x||fY

)
(18)

Application of 15 to each term in this expression and simple manipulation yields what may be

a new expression of the probabilistic content of the mutual information,

I (Y,X) = − 1

N
log
∏
x

P
(
fY |x, fY ; sY , nx

)
≡ − 1

N
logP

(
fY |X ||fY

)
(19)

where P
(
fY |X ||fY

)
≡
∏
x P

(
fY |x, fY ; sY , nx

)
is the probability that the distributions fY |x for each

and every x sub-group are the independent result of nx independent drawings from the marginal,

population-wide distribution fY .23

Here the mutual information emerges as a probabilistic measure of systematic differences across

sub-groups defined by measures of X in the processes generating values of Y . It is this intuitive

property of all measures of informational intersection that allows their use as measures of inequality

of opportunity in the determination of individual values of any Y .

5.2.2 Mutual Information as a Test Statistic

Finally, consider the hypothesis that an observed joint distribution fX,Y is the result of processes

where all the conditional distributions fY |x are realisations of the same, population-wide marginal

distribution fY . This is equivalent to the hypothesis that the observed joint distribution is the

result of processes under which X and Y are statistically independent.

As shown in Appendix A, if the hypothesis is true, NI (Y,X) approximately follows the Chi-

Squared distribution with (sY − 1) (sX − 1)−1 degrees of freedom. That measure may thus be taken

as a test statistic for the hypothesis that the processes generating individual values of Y exhibit

a simple symmetry across X sub-groups, ensuring that all fY |x are realisations of independent

drawings from fY . In analysis of social systems, where we are often concerned with the presence of

systematic differences across sub-groups defined by measures of X in the processes generating values

of Y , this defines a test statistic for the presence of equality of opportunity across X sub-groups in

the determinations of Y . The test is positive and independent of any normative assessment of X

as a basis for differentiation in any economic outcome Y .

23The last two terms in argument for P are omitted for simplicity as they are implied by the first two.
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6 Information, Interactions, and Decompositions

The notion of informational overlap, measure of association, and probabilistic content of the mu-

tual information can be generalised to multivariate settings by measures of co-information between

individual degrees of freedom. That generalisation casts univariate measures of the entropy in the

marginal distribution of an individual degree of freedom H (Y ) and bivariate measures of mutual

information I (Y,X) as first- and second-order instances of a broader measure of informational

overlap between any number of individual degrees of freedom, respectively.24 The co-information

also defines formal structures of additive sub-group decompositions of the information in the dis-

tribution of Y across and within sub-groups defined by sets of its covariates. Those decompositions

generalise the probabilistic relationship in 19 and offer formal, informational characterisations of

the associations and interactions involved in the processes shaping Y and its covariates.

6.1 Entropy as a Degeneracy

The entropy in the marginal distribution of any given Y can be usefully understood as a degenerate

case of the mutual information. Since H (Y |Y ) = 0, the own information of Y given by I (Y, Y ) ≡
I (Y ) is simply its entropy. It is a measure of the informational overlap Y has with itself.

This opens a new perspective on the probabilistic content of univariate measures of entropy.

The own information defines a degenerate instance of 19: An instance where where each individual

n is understood as a sub-group. That is equivalent to considering incomes conditional on each

individual’s identity, ensuring each “sub-group” or conditional distribution of Y is given by a

Kronecker Delta function δ (y) centred at the individual’s state yn,

I (Y, Y ) =
1

N

∑
n

logP (δ (yn) , fY , N, 1) (20)

Since the probability of getting a Kronecker Delta function at any given y from a single drawing

from fY is fy, and since there are ni individuals at each yi income level, this is clearly equal to the

entropy of Y .

The entropy of a marginal distribution fY can be understood as a negative, logarithmic measure

of the probability that all of the (degenerate) individual distributions of Y that sustain it are the

result of independent drawings that population wide distribution Further manipulation leads to a

more precise statement of this,

I (Y, Y ) = H (Y ) = −
∑
y

fy log fy = − 1

N

∑
y

log f
ny
y = − 1

N
log π (γfY , fY , s,N) (21)

The entropy of any distribution fY can be related to the probability that the specific micro-

24Timme et al., 2014.
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level configuration actually supporting that macroscopic state arises as a result of N independent

drawings from the distribution fY . It offers a probabilistic measure of systematic differences in

processes conditioning values of Y across individuals: A negative, logarithmic measure of the

probability that those processes offered all individuals the same underlying probabilities fY over all

possible values of Y . Unlike the long understood expression of the probabilistic content of entropy

in 16, this new characterisation defined without reference to any other arbitrary distribution. It is

a property of a distribution itself, defined by a simple symmetry across all individual members of

a system.

6.2 Multivariate Generalisations

The co-information is one of several possible multivariate generalisations of the mutual information.

Those generalisations are all ultimately defined by the conditional information, which is most simply

defined for three sets of individual degrees of freedom Y , X, and Z.

6.2.1 The Conditional Information

In that setting, the conditional information measures the informational overlap between Y and X

or how much we learn about one of them from observation of the other, when a third set of degrees

of freedom Z is already known. Formally,

I (Y,X|Z) = H (Y |Z)−H (Y | {Z,X}) =
∑
z

fz I (Y,X|z) (22)

The conditional information contains two distinct measures of information.25 First, there is

information shared between Y and X that is not contained in Z. Second, there is information

shared between Y and the combination of X and Z that is not contained in either X or Z alone.

This association between Y and the irreducible combination {X,Z} is known as the synergistic

information. While the formal definition of I (Y,X|Z) allows calculation of the conditional infor-

mation from joint distributions fY,X,Z , there is presently no generally accepted way to identify and

measure the synergistic information.26 Phenomenologically, the conditional information captures

the average informational overlap between Y and X within each Z sub-group, as evident in the

last term of 22.

As shown in Appendix A, the conditional information I (Y,X|Z) also defines a test statistic

for the presence of a specific symmetry in the processes generating fY,X,Z : that in those pro-

cesses the distributions fY |x,z are the result of independent drawings from the distribution fY |z,

for all x and z. If this hypothesis is true, N I (Y,Z|X) follows a Chi-Squared distribution with

(sY − 1) (sX − 1) (sZ − 1)− 1 degrees of freedom.

25See Williams and Beer, 2010, for instance.
26See Griffith, 2014, for instance.
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6.2.2 The Joint Information

The conditional information also defines several useful ways to generalise the measure of informa-

tional overlap given by the mutual information for any setting with a degree of freedom of interest

Y and any collection V = {V1,V2, ...,Vk} of distinct, covariate degrees of freedom considered singly:

The joint information, the total correlation, and the co-information.27

The joint mutual information captures all of the associations the elements of V jointly have

with Y . In the simplest, trivariate setting where V contains X and Z it is defined formally as,

I (Y, {X,Z}) = I (Y,X) + I (Y,Z|X) (23)

This is a measure of all the information or heterogeneity shared between Y and all degrees of

freedom in {X,Z} taken jointly. It includes four distinct components: Information that is shared

by Y and X alone, but not by Z; information that is shared by Y and Z alone, but not by

X; the synergistic information; and the redundant information that can be acquired about Y from

observation of either X or Y . It should be obvious from application of 19 that the joint information

offers a negative, logarithmic measure of the probability that the conditional distributions fY |X,Z

were the result of independent drawings from fY . Along similar lines, Appendix A shows that if

those conditional distributions are in fact the result of such independent drawings, NI (Y, {X,Z}) is

approximately equal to a variable following the Chi-Squared distribution with (sY − 1) (sXsZ − 1)

degrees of freedom.

The general, multivariate form of the joint mutual information between Y and V is given by,

I (Y, {V}) = I (Y,V1) + I (Y,V2|V1) + I (Y,V3|V1,V2) + ...+ I (Y,Vk|V1,V2, ...,Vk−1) , (24)

which captures the intersection between Y and all elements of V taken jointly—including all syn-

ergies and redundancies between elements of the latter in their associations with the former.

6.2.3 The Total Correlation

The joint information defines a further, useful multivariate generalisation of the mutual information:

The total correlation. The total correlation is a generalised measure of association among any

number of sets of individual degrees of freedom.28 It captures all interactions involving Y and

V, including all redundancies and all synergies between all combinations of degrees of freedom.

That includes interactions among the elements of V. This results in a measure that generalises

the notion of statistical association in 12, by capturing the shortfall in a system’s conceivable

phase-space volume due to all interactions between the degrees of freedom in question.

27See the extensive, summary discussion in Timme et al., 2014.
28Watanabe, 1960.
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For three degrees of freedom, the total correlation is given by,

TC (Y,X,Z) = I (Y,X) + I (Z, {Y,X}) =
1

N
log

WfYWfXWfZ

Wf{Y,X,Z}

(25)

With some manipulation this can be expressed probabilistically,

TC (Y,X,Z) = − 1

N
log
{
P
(
fY |X ||fY

)
P
(
fY |Z ||fY

)
P
(
fX|{Y,Z}||fX|Y

)}
(26)

The total correlation offers a negative, logarithmic measure of the probability that three symmetries

are independently present in the processes generating values Y,X, and Z: That all X sub-groups

faced the same set of possible Y values, that all Z sub-groups also faced the same set of possible Y

values, and that within each Y sub-group all Z sub-groups faced the same set of possible X values.

The general expression of the total correlation for any set V generated alongside Y , is given by,

TC (Y,V) = I (Y,V1) + I (V2, {Y,V1}) ...+ I (Vk, {Y,V1, ...Vk−1}) . (27)

It is trivial to show how this may be expressed in terms of phase-space volumes,

TC (Y,V) = log

∏
iWfVi

Wf{V}

, (28)

and how it can be related to a generalised probabilistic expression along the lines of 26.

6.3 The Co-Information

While both the joint information and the total correlation have a wide range of possible uses in work

on complex economic systems, neither of them provide satisfactory bases for the decomposition of

the information in the marginal distribution of a target degree of freedom Y . The total correlation

between Y and any set V includes informational overlaps among the elements of V that are unrelated

to Y . And the joint information between Y and any set V is effectively the mutual information

I (Y, {V}) between Y and a single, compound individual degree of freedom composed of the union

of those covariates. That limits its usefulness in grappling with the interplay between the elements

of V in the determinations of Y , which is one of the central areas of interest when considering

multivariate decompositions of any measure of inequality.

The co-information offers a more useful, multivariate notion of informational overlap between

Y and V.29 It is a measure of informational intersection between degrees of freedom when each of

them is considered singly. It’s content can be most readily understood in its simplest, trivariate

29Due to Matsuda, 2000 and Bell, 2003, the co-information is closely related to the notion of interaction information
first proposed by McGill, 1954 and developed more recently by Jakulin and Bratko, 2008.
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instance I (Y,X,Z),

I (Y,X,Z) = I (Y,X)− I (Y,X|Z) = I (Y,X) + I (Y, Z)− I (Y, {X,Z}) (29)

Here I (Y,X,Z) is defined by how much is learned about Y fromX, net of how much is learned about

Y from X when Z is already known. It may also be understood as the information shared between

Y and X across the entire population, net of the average measure of their shared information within

each Z sub-group.

The final term in 29 helps underscore a crucial point in dealing with multivariate informational

intersections. I (Y,X,Z) can be thought of as the sum of how much we learn about Y from X

and how much we learn about it from Z, net of how much we learn about it from considering

{X,Z} jointly. It is a net measure of informational overlap, given by the difference between the

informational redundancy and the informational synergy in X and Z in their association with

Y . While this opens a possibility many find counterintuitive—settings where those synergies are

greater than those redundancies, ensuring the co-information is negative—its probabilistic content

is clear, and may be expressed dually as,

I (Y,X,Z) = − 1

N
log

P
(
fY |X ||fY

)
P
(
fY |X,Z ||fY |Z

) = − 1

N
log

P
(
fY |X ||fY

)
P
(
fY |Z ||fY

)
P
(
fY |X,Z ||fY

) (30)

I (Y,X,Z) is equivalently the probability that X and Y are independent within Z subgroups net

of the probability that they are independent across the entire population, and the probability

that X and Y are jointly independent from Y net of the probability that they are independently

independent from Y .

The general, multivariate form of the co-information I (Y,V) can be defined recursively, by a

succession of subtractions of measures of conditional information along the same lines as 29,

I (Y,V) ≡ I (Y,V1, ...,Vk−1)− I (Y,V1, ...,Vk−1|Vk) , (31)

This generalised measure of informational intersection can be expressed iteratively, in terms of all

subsets V of V,30

I (Y,V) =
∑
V ∈V

(−1)|V |+1 I (Y, {V }) (32)

With 12, this becomes an expression involving measures of phenomenological association defined

30Appendix C shows the equivalence between this definition and 31.
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by phase-space volumes,

I (Y,V) =
1

N
log

∏
V ∈V

(
WfYWfV

WfY,V

)−1|V |+1

(33)

It may also be expressed as a generalised statement of the probabilistic result in 30,

I (Y,V) =
1

N
log

∏
V ∈V

P
(
fY |{V }||fY

)−1|V |
(34)

involving a series of probabilities that various conditional or sub-group distributions of Y were

effectively the result of drawings from the marginal distribution of Y .

6.4 Decompositions of Information

The generalised measure of informational overlap given by the co-information defines a structure

of sub-group decompositions of the own information or entropy in the marginal distribution of any

degree of freedom Y . The elements in those decompositions have well-defined probabilistic and

phenomenological content.

To see this formally, start from the definition of mutual information, which implies,

I (Y ) = I (Y,X) + I (Y |X) = I (Y,X) +
∑
x

fx I (Y |x) (35)

The information in the distribution of any Y can be decomposed into an average measure of the

information in Y within each x sub-group, and the information in Y shared with the distribution of

X across its possible values. Co-information exhibits first-order decomposability across sub-groups.

The same is true for higher-order instances of the co-information, which provide a multivariate

generalisation of the notion of across-group shared heterogeneity or information. From its trivariate

expression in 29, it follows that,

I (Y,X) = I (Y,X,Z) + I (Y,X|Z) = I (Y,X,Z) +
∑
z

fz I (Y,X|z) (36)

The information shared between Y and X can be decomposed into the average informational asso-

ciation between Y and X within sub-groups defined by values of Z, and into the net informational

overlap between X,Y, Z.

This result points to an important consideration in dealing with higher-order decompositions of

information across sub-groups that is not widely understood: The need to account for the presence

of informational synergies. In the last term of 36, the association between Y and X within Z

sub-groups necessarily includes the effects of synergistic interactions between X and Z in relation
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to Y . Those effects involve Y and the irreducible combination {X,Z}. That same measure of

synergistic information enters as a subtraction in I (Y,X,Z), ensuring that I (Y,X) rightly contains

no synergistic information. But in estimates we can obtain from any distribution fY,X,Z of both

terms in this decomposition it is not possible to isolate the measure of synergistic information

present in each of them.31 Interpretation of the phenomenological content of the decomposition

elements in 36 needs to account for the additive and subtractive presence of synergistic information

in them.

It is now possible to consider the general decomposition of the own co-information I (Y, Y ) ≡
I (Y ) across a set V of covariate degrees of freedom,

I (Y ) = I (Y |V1) + I (Y,V1|V2) + ...+ I (Y,V1, ...,Vk−1|Vk) + I (Y,V) (37)

The information in any degree of freedom Y can be decomposed into structured series of within-

group measures of co-information, plus the generalised, multivariate measure of cross-group hetero-

geneity in Y given by I (Y,V). Each element in those decompositions has a clear phenomenological

content as an informational measure of association, including all redundancies and synergistic ef-

fects. And each element has a clear probabilistic expression, defined by the probabilities that the

processes generating values of Y effectively offered a series of sub-groups the same distribution

of possible Y values. This offers a robust basis for conceptualising and measuring inequalities of

opportunity in the determinations of individual values of any Y in socio-economic systems.

7 The Informational Index of Income Inequality

The foregoing discussion enables the formal definition of a new, informational index of inequality

based on measures of co-information, to which this section turns. While the index is motivated in

relation to inequality of income, its broader applicability to any set of economic outcomes should

be self-evident.

Consideration of the index’s definition, as well as its univariate, bivariate, and general multivari-

ate instances, establishes its content as a positive, probabilistic measure of inequality of opportunity

in income-generating processes, and as an informational measure of the associations and interac-

tions those processes define. It also establishes the decomposability of its measures into additive

structures of within- and across-group measures.

These features enable the index to open innovative lines of conceptual and empirical inquiry

into the nature and normative content of patterns of income differentiation in decentralised market

economies, some of which are illustrated in the next, concluding section of the paper. They also help

identify the probabilistic content of the the index of segregation proposed by Theil and Finezza,

31Dissatisfaction with this has motivated the push for different approaches to the multivariate decomposition of
information. See Timme et al., 2014; Griffith, 2014 for example.
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1971, and define a non-parametric generalisation of the Kitagawa-Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition.

After establishing these results, the section turns to the index’s mathematical properties as a

measure of income inequality.

7.1 An Informational Measure of Inequality

Consider an economic system with a population of N individuals whose economic micro-states are

partly described by their income Y over a given time period, and by a set V of k covariates of

income, taken singly. Individual incomes yn take on values over a finite domain [0, ymax], coarse-

grained into sY income ranges of equal measure. In general, V contains a combination of categorical

and quantitative individual characteristics taking on values over finite domains coarse-grained so

as to define a total of sV possible values v.

Let T denote the set of the s = sY × sV possible individual states (y, v), and let Γ = TN be

the space of possible micro-configurations of the system. The relative occupancy of each of the s

individual-state “bins” defines the joint distribution fY,V , which may be understood as a description

of the system’s macroscopic state. Let the set or statistical manifold containing all macroscopic

states that can be supported by Γ be denoted by Φ.

7.1.1 Definition

For any macroscopic state fY,V , define the informational index of income inequality QY (V ) across

any subset V ⊆ {V ∪ Y } of individual degrees of freedom as,

QY (V ) ≡ I (Y, V ) (38)

Where I (Y, V ) is the co-information between Y and the elements of V .

Each subset V defines a specific instance of the index. The order of any instance V is given by

the number of single individual degrees of freedom in fY,V . Formally, it is equal to |V ∪ Y |.

7.1.2 A Positive Measure of Inequality of Opportunity

The index QY (V ) is defined exclusively in terms of values for relative occupancies in fY,V . As

such, it offers a purely informational measure of inequality. Its values do not hinge on any notion of

location or distance in T ; it does not require specification of any notion of social welfare defined over

the elements of Γ, and it is defined without reliance on any arbitrary distribution in Φ as a standard

of “fairness.” This independence ensures the probabilistic and phenomenological content of all of

the index’s instances is independent of all micro-level details of income-generating processes.

In this the informational index differs from extant measures of income inequality like Theil’s

indices or the Gini Coefficient. All three of those measures are founded on a normative preference
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for a specific subset of distributions in Φ: equal distributions of income. Each of those indices gives

that preference a distinct semantic expression over T as specific measures of relative income in that

set. In contrast, the informational index of income inequality makes no normative presumptions.

It can be understood as a positive measure of inequality.

As already suggested by the foregoing discussion, all instances of the index give simple and

very general formal expression to the notion of ex ante inequality proposed by Friedman, 1962.

It offers probabilistic measures of the possibility of differences in the effective “lotteries” faced by

each individual and by groups of individuals in income-generating processes. The index offers a

natural, informational measure of inequality of opportunity in those processes. A measure that is

independent of any normative assessment of what may or may not be morally acceptable as bases

of differences in opportunities for individual incomes.

7.2 First-Order, Univariate Instance

The first-order instance of the index is given by the degenerate, univariate case where V = Y . It

provides an informational measure of inequality in the marginal or population-wide distribution of

income fY = 1
N {n1, ..., nsY }.

7.2.1 Formal Specification

Formally, the index’s first-order instance QY (Y ) is given by,

QY (Y ) = I (Y ) = − 1

N
log π (γfY , fY ; s,N) = − 1

N

∑
y

log f
ny
y (39)

As the final two terms in this expression show, QY (Y ) can be related to the probability that the

micro-configuration of incomes γfY supporting the distribution fY is the result of independent indi-

vidual drawings from that distribution. Here the index offers a very natural, probabilistic measure

of inequality of opportunity in income-generating processes across all individuals in a population.

It may also be understood as a measure of the phenomenological significance of individual identity

in those processes.

7.2.2 Inequality in Processes, not Outcomes

A simple example helps illustrate the distinctive measure of inequality captured by QY (Y ), and

its contrast with conventional, normative measures of inequality.

Consider two distributions defined over two income levels {0, A}: a “King-of-the-Castle” distri-

bution, where all but one of a society’s N members have zero income, and where the one remaining
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individual has a level of income A > 0; and a “Rotten-Egg” distribution, where only one individual

has zero income, with all others receiving A.

Both distributions exhibit the same pattern of relative occupancy, with N−1
N of the population in

one income level, and 1
N in the other. As a result, they yield the same measure ofQY (Y ) = log (N)−

N−1
N log (N − 1). From an informational standpoint, both distributions are entirely equivalent.

They are sustained by micro-configurations with the same probability π (γfY , fY ; s,N).

In contrast, common normative stances result in very different assessments for each distribution.

Any welfare metric defined over absolute income levels in T would most likely distinguish between

both distributions. The same is true for Theil and Gini indices. In fact, the “King of the Castle”

distribution achieves the maximum possible value for all three of these indices, while their measures

for the “Rotten Egg” distribution tends to zero for large N .

Behind these stark differences lies the simple fact that inequality of opportunity is not defined

over income outcomes per se. It is defined by differences in the processes generating those outcomes.

In this first-order instance, it captures differences in those processes across all individuals in a

population, or differences by individual identity.

7.3 Second-Order Instances and Basic Decompositions

Higher-order instances of the index allow deliberate consideration of the decomposition of total

or population-wide inequality of opportunity across different elements or covariates making up

individual identities. That in turn enables inquiry based on any normative standard specifying

the kinds of individual characteristics that may or may not be acceptable as bases for systematic

differentiation of income-generating processes.

The bases for work of that kind can be readily understood in relation to the second-order

instances of the index, their probabilistic and phenomenological content, and the decompositions

they define.

7.3.1 Definition, Probabilistic, and Phenomenological Content

Second-order instances of the index are defined by V consisting of a single covariate X. Formally,

QY (X) = I (Y,X) = − 1

N
logP

(
fY |X ||fY

)
(40)

Here the index measures how unlikely it is that the distributions of income for each and every

X sub-group arose as the independent result of generative processes offering their members the

set fY of possible income levels. It is a probabilistic measure of inequality in the opportunities

income-generating processes offered sub-populations defined by X.

QY (X) also defines a test statistic for the hypothesis that income-generating processes offered

equivalent opportunities to all those x sub-populations. If that hypothesis is true, NQY (X) fol-
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lows a Chi-Squared distribution with (sY − 1) (sX − 1) − 1 degrees of freedom.32 It can also be

understood as a measure of phenomenological association between income and X, given by their

informational overlap. This measure is defined without any reference to the topology of the set T

of micro-states, measures of distance therein, or to any specification of the processes shaping the

associations it measures. This is particularly valuable given the irreducible complexity of income-

generating processes.

Instead of requiring suppositions about the details and formal expressions of those processes,

QY (X) is a measure of association based on a simple, parsimonious contention: If the elements of

X are not associated with income, we should expect the myriad complex and cumulative processes

conditioning individual incomes to result in the same conditional distributions of income across

each X sub-group. Conversely, differences among those conditional distributions are the systemic

expression of the association between incomes and X. As 18 makes clear, QY (X) is an average,

informational measure of those differences. It may also be taken as a formal measure of how much

is learnt about income from observation of individual values of X, as implied by 10 and 12.

It is a very general characterisation of the inequality in the distribution of Y associated with

inequality in the distribution of X.

7.3.2 A Conceptual Coincidence and Decompositions

QY (X) offers a unified mathematical expression for two economic notions of income inequality:

Differences in the lotteries of possible income levels facing different individuals or groups of individ-

uals, and the presence of associations between incomes and the individual characteristics defining

those groups. Under information-theoretic measures, those two notions coincide and correspond

formally to the same aspect of any distribution fY,X .

This conceptual coincidence is analytically powerful. It bestows clear content to the decompo-

sition of the measure of income inequality provided by QY (Y ). Starting with the simplest case, it

follows from the definition of the mutual information that,

QY (Y ) = QY (X) +
∑
x

fx QY (Y |x) (41)

The inequality of opportunity in the marginal distribution of income fY can be linearly decomposed

into the average piecewise inequality of opportunity within each x sub-group, and the inequality of

opportunity acrossX sub-groups. This decomposition does not suffer from the ambiguity Shorrocks,

1980 identified. Removing all income inequality not associated with X alone amounts to ensuring

all the conditional distributions fY |x have zero entropy. The only inequality remaining after that

32Along analogous lines, second-order, conditional instances of the index QY (X|Z) =
∑
z QY (X|z) also define

a test statistic for the hypothesis that income-generating processes offered equivalent opportunities to all X sub-
populations within each and every subgroup z. If that hypothesis is true, NQY (X|Z) follows a Chi-Squared distri-
bution with (sY − 1) (sX − 1) (sZ − 1)− 1 degrees of freedom.
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removal is QY (X), which is also the measure of inequality removed if all inequality associated with

X alone were eliminated. The informational measure of income inequality “due to” a covariate X

is also a measure of the phenomenological association between that covariate and income.

7.3.3 Revisiting the Theil-Finezza Index of Segregation

It is worth noting that the second-order instance of the index is entirely analogous to the index of

segregation proposed by Theil and Finezza, 1971. That index was advanced in the first instance

as a measure of the extent of segregation by race R in the student populations of schools L in any

school district g. Formally, that index Ig obeys,

Ig ≡
∑
l

fl
∑
l

fr|l log
fr|l

fr
= D (fR,L||fRfL) = I (L,R) = QL (R) (42)

and is equivalent to the mutual information between student race and school allocation.

This equivalence ensures that the index of segregation may also be understood as a measure

of inequality of opportunity QL (R)–in this case, in the assignment of children of different social

groups to schools in a district. The probabilistic result in 40 applies to the index of segregation

Ig, which like all measures of mutual information also defines a test statistic for the hypothesis

that the processes shaping school placement have not discriminated children by their race. All

empirical estimates of Ig may thus be transformed into robust, non-parametric statistical tests for

the presence of discrimination.

The equivalence also shows how the Gibbs-Jaynes combinatorial framework defining informa-

tional index can grapple with the different applications of information theory Theil and his collab-

orators were pursuing in the 1960s and 1970s in a conceptually unified manner.

7.4 Multivariate Generalisations

Decomposition of the informational measure of income inequality into linearly additive sub-group

elements with equivalent probabilistic and phenomenological content can be usefully generalised

for all higher-order instances of the index.

7.4.1 Third-Order Instances and Kitagawa-Oaxaca-Blinder Decompositions

Third-order instances of the index define two useful results. First, QY (X,Z) is the intersection

between the informational measure of income inequality and the informational intersection between

the two covariates X and Z. It offers a measure of the inequality of opportunity in income-

generating processes associated with the overlap between those covariates, given by the information

that is redundant across all of them, net of their synergistic interactions.
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That overlap can also be expressed probabilistically,

QY (X,Z) =
1

N

{
logP

(
fY |X,Z ||fY

)
− logP

(
fY |X ||fY

)
P
(
fY |Z ||fY

)}
(43)

This is a measure of the probability of equality of opportunity in income-generating processes across

all (X,Z) sub-populations, net of the probability that those processes independently offered equal

opportunities to all X and all Y sub-populations.

Second, QY (X,Z) defines a decomposition of income inequality across values of covariate X,

QY (X) = QY (X,Z) +
∑
z

fz QY (X|z) (44)

This an informational generalisation of the the Kitagawa-Oaxaca-Blinder decomposition. It for-

mally separates the informational measure of income inequality associated a covariate X into two

parts: That which resuls from income inequality by values of X within each Z sub-group, and that

which is associated with the intersection between X and Z in income-generating processes.

The informational decomposition in 44 has two advantages over conventional decompositions

based on estimation of differences between “average effects” within the terms of linear regression

specifications. First, it is non-parametric and valid for any distributional form fY,X,Z . Second and

more significantly, it forces careful consideration of the full range on interactions involved in any

decomposition of this kind. The measure of income inequality by X within Z groups inherently

includes synergistic interactions between the three covariates. As a result, those effects enter as an

addition within the last term in 44. They also enter as a subtraction in the term QY (X,Z) offering

a net measure of income inequality bound up with the intersection of X and Z. Interpretation of

within- and across- group elements in decomposition of this kind requires attention to the inherent

presence of synergistic effects in income-generating processes.

7.4.2 The General Decomposition

With these specifications it is possible to characterise the general, multivariate decomposition of

QY (Y ). For any k > 1, the measure of income inequality across {V1, ...,Vk−1} = V \ Vk can be

expressed as,

QY (V \ Vk) =
∑
vk

fvk QY (V \ Vk|vk) +QY (V) (45)

QY (V \ Vk) can always be understood as the sum of the average income inequality across V \ Vk
within Vk sub-groups, and the measure of income inequality across all elements of V.

Iteration of 45 yields a powerful result: A formal decomposition of the informational measure of

income inequality in a population into structured sums of within-group measures of that inequality,
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plus its measure across all covariates defining those sub-groups:

QY (Y ) =
∑
v1

fv1 QY (Y |v1) +
∑
v2

fv2 QY (V1|v2) + ...+
∑
vk

fvk QY (V \ Vk|vk) +QY (V) (46)

The first k terms in this decomposition offer well-defined informational measures of phenomeno-

logical association, including all relevant synergistic effects. They also have a clear probabilistic

content as measures of inequality of opportunity, which can be obtained formally from application

of 34.

7.5 Other Properties

Consider finally the set of properties conventionally associated with measures of income inequality

across different instances of the index.

As a univariate measure of entropy in distributions defined over sY bins, QY (Y ) ∈ [0, log sY ]. It

takes a value of zero only when all individuals have the same income level. The first-order instance

of the index is thus non-negative, has an egalitarian zero, and is bounded by a maximum value,

occurring when individuals are spread evenly across all possible income levels. As discussed above,

third- and higher-order instances of the index may be negative. But they will always be bounded

by a maximum value of log sY , and take a value of zero when no income inequality is associated

with the intersection of covariates in question, taken singly.

Since QY (V ) is defined exclusively by the relative occupancy of each possible micro-state (y, v),

its measure is unchanged under any increase in N that does not change fY,V . As a result, all

instances of the index exhibit population independence. They also also exhibit a generalised version

of anonymity: A pairwise switch in income levels between individuals with the same V does not

change the value of any instance of the index.

Scale independence and the Dalton-Pigou Transfer Principle require more careful discussions.

The first-order, population-wide instance of this index is scale independent only in a qualified

sense: Its measure is unchanged in the face of any proportional change to all incomes and to the

boundaries of all income bins. In more general settings with infinitesimally small or otherwise fixed

bin widths, proportional increases of all incomes by an integer factor φ result in new distributions

of Z = φY with QZ (Z) 6= QY (Y ). Under discrete income levels, increases by an integer φ

effectively spread individuals in any given Y bin across φ bins in the domain for Z. That ensures

QZ (Z) = log φ + QY (Y ). Following basic transformation rules leads to the same result for any

φ > 0 and distributions defined over a continuous domain.

The fact that log φ in wholly independent from the distribution fY,V supports two observations.

First, since 45 ensures all higher-order instances of the informational index can be understood in

terms of differences between first-order instances, all second- and higher-order instances of the index

are in fact scale independent. Second, in applications where scale independence in the measure of
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univariate inequality is necessary, it is possible to define a version of the index for measures of

entropy normalised by the maximum possible entropy the relevant, finite income domain dY . This

would change only the first-order instance of the index, which becomes, Q̄Y (Y ) ≡ QY (Y )−log |dY |,
which is clearly scale independent.

Finally, QY (V ) does not generally obey the Dalton-Pigou Transfer Principle. However, the

index does exhibit a weaker form of the Transfer Principle for unimodal marginal distributions of

income. For those distributions, the index offers an informational measure of spread. In such cases,

a transfer in income from an individual with a supra-modal level of income to an individual with

an infra-modal level of income will never increase QY (Y ). Since observed distributions of income

are typically unimodal at reasonable coarse-graining of the income domain, this weaker version of

the Principle may be generally valid for a large swathe of empirical distributions of income.

8 New Tools for Normative Work on Income Inequality

The measures of inequality of opportunity provided by the informational index are purely infor-

mational, not normative. But by offering coincident, informational quantifications of inequality of

opportunity in income-generating processes and of phenomenological associations involved in them,

it offers new, robust bases for normative work drawing on ethical notions of what may or may not

be acceptable bases for income differentiation. Among several possible applications, this includes

innovative approaches to statistical measurement of the effects on incomes of social realities of

gender, race, ethnicity, or class background make to measures of income inequality.

8.1 Grappling with Inequality of Opportunity

A number of salient contributions have carefully considered the normative content of various bases

for economic differentiation across individuals in decentralised market economies. That includes

differentiation by income, which is closely associated with an individual’s ability to command social

resources in those economies. Most notably, Rawls, 1971 offered a negative thesis concerning the

distribution of the burdens and fruits of social cooperation as part of his comprehensive, Liberal

scheme of justice as fairness: That morally arbitrary characteristics that are not the result of an

individual’s actions—like parental background, innate physical or mental capacities, sex, race, etc—

should not be the bases for differentiation in economic outcomes. This notion was developed by

“luck egalitarians” like Roemer, 1998,33 who advanced notions of justice in economic distributions

based on the view that circumstantial characteristics that are not defined by the agency of conscious

individuals should not affect economic outcomes.

Across any such schematisation, the informational index offers a useful conceptual and empir-

ical metric tool. Conceptually, it offers a formal, consistent way to think about inequalities of

33See also Dworkin, 2000, Anderson, 1999, Cohen, 1989, and Arneson, 1989, for instance.
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opportunity and about associations and interactions defined during income-generating processes.

Empirically, the index offers a set of powerful, informational tools to measure the associations be-

tween income inequality and any set of covariates understood as normatively objectionable bases

for economic differentiation. Those measures and the statistical tests they define are true inde-

pendently of the details of the relationships involved, and how much researchers know about their

mathematical forms. In this the informational index of income inequality (and analogous indices for

inequality in the distribution of other economic outcomes) makes a distinctive and useful addition

to the extant set of tools used in empirical studies of inequalities of opportunity.34

Use of the index as a normative tool demands and in fact helps provide a clear understanding of

the limitations of equality of opportunity as a normative maxim, and its situation within broader

notions of social justice. Those limitations are evident in at least three broad areas. First and as

argued by several contributions,35 the absence of normatively unjustifiable inequalities in ex-ante

treatment or opportunities is insufficient to guarantee most commonly accepted notions of fairness in

economic outcomes. Certain outcomes in T may be entirely unjustifiable regardless of the processes

behind them. Sufficiency in normative assessments of the fairness requires the incorporation of basic

quality-of-life standards and associated threshold measures for certain economic outcomes.

By giving a formal measure to the notion of inequality of opportunity, the informational index

underlines a second, broader insufficiency of equality of opportunity as a normative maxim. Even in

states where all individual outcomes in T are normatively acceptable, there can be important and

widely recognised normative differences between distributions with similar measures of inequality

of opportunity. This was evident in the index’s measures of inequality for the “King-of-the-Castle”

and “Rotten Egg” distributions above.

Third and more generally, notions of equality of opportunity taken by themselves effectively ac-

cept the moral legitimacy of economic differentiation based on the purported coincidence between

measures of individual effort and agency on one hand, and individual rewards on the other. This is

a very specific, individualist normative contention that is rather common in contemporary “merito-

cratic” discourses. Several salient thinkers favoured very different notions of justice, including both

Liberal and Marxist egalitarians who advanced normative standards fundamentally grounded on a

recognition of the pervasive social interdependences between individuals in a decentralised, capi-

talist economy. Rawls, 1971 considered that over and above equality of opportunity, differentiation

in individual social and economic outcomes could only be justified on the basis of its contribution

to the collective, social well-being of the community as a whole. Drawing on very different ethical

and methodological tenets, Marxists like Lenin, 1999 understood individualised notions of fairness

as “bourgeois,” and justifiable only inasmuch as scarcity prevents a community from reaching more

meaningfully equitable outcomes at any given stage of its historical and economic development.

34See Roemer and Trannoy, 2013, for instance.
35Hufe et al., 2021; Kanbur and Wagstaff, 2016; Fleurbaey, 1995
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For Marxists like him, it is only the historical development of productive capacities that can lay the

foundation for a more meaningful standard of social justice, defined explicitly by Marx, 1970: That

social production and distribution will be just when material abundance permits all to contribute

in proportion to their abilities, and appropriate in proportion to their needs.

These caveats underscore an important point in applications of the informational index devel-

oped above. It is most usefully deployed as part of a negative approach to measures of justice in

economic outcomes, in settings where we may never come to know the details of the complex pro-

cesses shaping them. It gives researchers very general measures of systematic differences in those

outcomes across groups defined by morally ambiguous or circumstantial individual characteristics.

Even as researchers don’t know the details involved in income-generating processes, and make con-

tending claims about what constitutes an exhaustive set of principles defining distributive justice,

there may be readier agreement on elements of what constitutes distributive injustice. The index

enables innovative work along those lines. This is illustrated in general, conceptual terms below,

and with a numerical example in Appendix C.

8.2 A Conceptual Example

For any given system of normative postulates and principles, it is possible to think about the

complex, unknown, cumulative, and largely unobservable processes shaping individual incomes Y

in terms of three distinct kinds of factors and their interactions. First, they involve a set of individual

characteristics C that are not acceptable as a basis for economic differentiation. Second, they involve

a set of characteristics E that are in themselves accepted as bases for economic differentiation.

Finally, income is also determined by contingencies and other processes and factors that escape

even conceptual identification.

In this setting, the total measure of income inequality QY (Y ) that can be informationally ac-

counted for is given by QY ({C,E}) ≤ QY (Y ), with the difference between those two measures

corresponding to irreducible indeterminacy in the distribution of income that escapes characterisa-

tion. That total measure of tractable inequality has four components: income inequality associated

with C alone and not associated with E; income inequality associated with E alone and not associ-

ated with C; and two terms defined by the interplay between the two sets—the inequality associated

with the informational overalap or redundancies between C and E considered singly; and the income

inequality due to synergistic interactions between those two sets in income-generating processes.

Conceptually, normative assessments of the first two components are fairly straightforward, by

construction. Normative assessments of redundancies and synergies between the two sets of co-

variates and income requires more careful consideration. What is the normative content of the

informational redundancy between C and E in their respective associations with inequality of in-

come? Perhaps more interestingly, what are we to make of the synergistic interactions between

elements of each set in the determination of a highly consequential economic outcome like income?
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Each of these questions also poses practical challenges. What are the analytical limitations and

implications for policy discourses of tackling redundancies between C and E in the determination of

income by “controlling for” elements of E within the terms of parametric linear regression models,

and deeming only “residual” measures of the influence of elements of C as normatively objection-

able? And what are the analytical limitations of seeking to grapple with the synergies between

elements of C and E in the determination of incomes by using ad hoc multiplicative “interaction

terms” in linear regression models?

With all of these questions, the informational index of income inequality and the conceptual

framework within which it is defined are distinctively helpful.

Practical inquiry always involves observation of subsets C ∈ C and E ∈ E, and observer igno-

rance about their complements in C and E. It also often involves C whose elements are morally

ambiguous or circumstantial individual characteristics that, (a) are determined prior to processes

conditioning income and its covariates, and (b) assign individuals to social groups accorded sys-

tematically different treatment during those processes. For example, C may contain social-identity

characteristics like gender, race, ethnicity, or class background; while E contains economic charac-

teristics like educational attainment and work experience.

In this type of setting, differences across C sub-groups both in their distributions across values

of E, and in the ways the elements of E shape incomes can be understood as expressions of the

social systems that define and assign economic significance to the elements of social identity in C.

Formally, the redundancy between C and E in the processes conditioning Y can be taken as an

expression of the social realities defining gender, race, ethnicity, and class: Those realities funda-

mentally shape how individuals in different social-identity groups are distributed across different e

sub-groups of economic characteristics, and how those differences in turn shape incomes.36 Along

similar lines, the synergistic effects between C and E in income-generating processes can also be

understood as part of the social assignment of economic significance to the elements of C. As a

result, it is possible to consider that income inequality associated with both the redundancies and

synergies between C and E are expressions of the broad influence realities of social identity exert

over incomes.

Here the informational index of income inequality defines a collection of generally applicable

conditions that can inform applied normative inquiry. That work is often concerned with the inde-

pendent association between elements of E and individual incomes. Grappling with that association

requires looking into the conditional information,

QY (E|C) =
∑
c

fc QY (E|c) (47)

This is a measure of how improbable it is that within each C subgroup, members of each E sub-

36Along the same lines followed in Roemer, 1998,dos Santos and Wiener, 2020, and Hufe et al., 2021.
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group faced the same opportunities for levels of income as the entire C sub-group. It is also a

measure of the informativeness of E within C subgroups.

But elements of E may have synergistic associations with elements of C in income generating

processes. While those synergies are included in the measure of QY (E|C) in 47, they should be

understood as expressions of the social systems conditioning the effects of E on incomes across C

groups. Further, the associations between elements of E and incomes may also be redundant once

unobserved characteristics in C\C are considered. That too would ensure that parts of the overlap

captured by QY (E|C) are in fact attributable to social systems shaping unobserved circumstantial

characteristics. The presence of redundancies and synergies ensure that in fact QY (E|C) is in

fact an upper bound on the independent influence of any observable set of elements of E exerted

over income-generating processes. Put differently, at least QY (Y )−QY (E|C) informational units

of inequality are not attributable to observed economic characteristics E providing normatively

acceptable bases for income differentiation.

Conversely, the value of QY (C) offers a measure of how improbable it is that each and every

C sub-group faced the same set of possible income outcomes. And it helps define test statistics

for the hypothesis that income-generating processes offered equal opportunities to all C groups,

against the hypothesis that they did not.

It is also a measure of the influence the elements of C alone exert over incomes. This can be

understood as the sum of the direct influence elements of C have over income independently of

elements of E, and the redundant information about incomes that is contained in both C and E.

Since the latter cannot be measured, it is also useful to think about this influence is as a sum of two

quantities: The influence elements of C exert over incomes within each E group, and the inequality

of opportunity in incomes across E and C groups, considered singly. Formally and respectively,

QY (C) =
∑
e

fe QY (C|e) +QY (C,E) (48)

Note that QY (C) does not include synergistic effects that elements of C may have with elements

of E. Those enter into the first term on the right-hand side of 48 as an addition, but enter as a

subtraction on the second term. As a result, QY (C) it is in fact a lower bound on the normatively

objectionable influence circumstantial characteristics C exert over incomes.

This approach helps fundamentally shift debates concerning statistical measurement of the ef-

fects circumstantial characteristics and the social systems that define them have on incomes. Those

debates have been largely defined by statistical estimates of parameters in strongly specified models

of the formal relationships in T between income and elements of E and C. In such exercises, all es-

timates and statistical tests are contingent on the empirical purchase of the particular specifications

that defined them. What researchers don’t know about the details of complex income-generating

processes and what they cannot observe gets in the way of developing robust measures of the effects
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of the elements of C over incomes.

In contrast, QY (C) is well defined and robust for any income-generating processes, any distri-

butional forms generated by those processes, and any subset E we actually observe. It provides a

measures of inequality of opportunity; test statistics for the presence of equality of opportunity; and

measures of the phenomenological association between income and the elements of C that are well-

defined and readily estimated for any well-populated fY,C,E . The resulting generality helps change

the relationship between knowledge researchers do not have and what they can conclude from what

they observe in this kind of work. What is not known no longer undermines their ability to obtain

sound estimates of the lower bound for normatively undesirable measures of inequality associated

with the observed elements of C. It simply pertains to the unknown details of the mechanisms and

associations shaping the inequality of opportunity by elements of C they can measure.

This is but one promising way where the informational index of income inequality may help

advance normative work on the nature of income differentiation. It is hoped that alongside the

conceptual discussion in earlier sections, these applications spark interest in the index and its

application to available data.
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9 Appendix A- Derivation of Test Statistics

We are interested in the hypothesis that an observed joint distribution fX,Y is the result of processes

where the conditional distributions fY |x are realisations of the same marginal distribution of income

fY . Call this Hypothesis A.

To consider this formally, start from the basic probabilistic content of mutual-information mea-

sures in 19. For natural logarithms, that implies that,

P
(
fY |X ||fY

)
= exp−NI (Y,X) (49)

If we express the mutual information as a divergence along the lines of 17, define ε = fXfY −fX,Y ,

and use a second-degree Taylor approximation around ε = 0, this becomes,

P
(
fY |X ||fY

)
≈ exp−1

2
N
∑
x,y

ε2y,x
fy,x

(50)

Along analogous lines to those followed by Pearson, 1900 and Jaynes, 1979, it is possible to trans-

form coordinates in the statistical manifold containing all possible fY,X by letting χ2 ≡ N
∑

x,y
ε2y,x
fy,x

.

This allows an approximate, continuous parametrisation of the statistical manifold as a set of con-

centric, ((sY − 1) (sX − 1)− 1)-dimensional spherical shells with radii χ2, centred at a distribution

with ε = 0. From this it is possible to characterise, within the terms of the Taylor approximation

and up to an integration coefficient, the volume VY,X of all possible outcomes of N drawings when

X and Y are independent falling inside a sphere with χ2 ≈ NI (Y,X),

VY,X ∼
∫ NI(Y,X)

0
χ(sY −1)(sX−1)−1 exp−1

2
χ2 dχ (51)

From this it should be evident that if Hypothesis A is true, NI (Y,X) approximately follows the

Chi-Squared distribution with (sY − 1) (sX − 1)− 1 degrees of freedom.

This result can be extended to the conditional information I (Y,X|Z) =
∑

z I (Y,X|z), which

defines two additional (sets of) hypotheses. Consider first the hypothesis that an observed distri-

bution fX,Y |z is the result of processes where the distributions fY |x,z are realisations of the same

distribution of income fY |z. Call this contention, defined piecewise for a given z, Hypothesis B.

It should be immediately obvious by direct application of the line of reasoning above that

if Hypothesis B is true, χ2
z ≡ nz

∑
x,y

ε2
y,x|z
fy,x|z

∼ nzI (Y,X|z) approximately follows Chi-Squared

distribution with (sY − 1) (sX − 1)− 1 degrees of freedom.

Consider now Hypothesis C—that hypothesis B is true independently for all z. Here we start

from the piecewise identity,

P
(
fY |X,z||fY |z

)
= exp−nzI (Y,X|z) (52)
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From which it follows that,

P
(
fY |X,Z ||fY |Z

)
= exp−

∑
z

nzI (Y,X|z) = exp−NI (Y,X|Z) (53)

A simple transformation allows an approximately continuous parametrisation of the statistical

manifold of all fY,X,Z as a series of concentric, (sY − 1) (sX − 1) (sZ − 1)− 1-dimensional spherical

shells with radii X 2 ≡
∑

z χ
2
z, centred at a distribution with ε = 0. Along the same lines as above,

we conclude that if Hypothesis C is true, the test statistic NI (Y,X|Z) follows a Chi-Squared

distribution with (sY − 1) (sX − 1) (sZ − 1)− 1 degrees of freedom.

10 Appendix B - Iterative and Recursive Definitions of Co-Information

This section establishes the equivalence between the iterative definition of co-information in 32 and

the accepted, recursive definition in 31. Starting from the former,

I (Y,V) =
∑
V ∈V

(−1)|V |+1 I (Y, {V }) (54)

It is evident that when V consists of a single covariate V1 this yields the first-order instance

of the co-information, I (Y,V1), and that the addition of a second covariate V2 to V yields the

second-order instance, I (Y,V1) + I (Y,V2)− I (Y, {V1,V2}).
Consider now the co-information I (Y,V, X) between any V, Y , and an additional covariate X,

I (Y,V, X) =
∑

V ∈V∪X
(−1)|V |+1 I (Y, {V }) (55)

This sum may be separated into terms corresponding to subsets V involving only elements of V,

and terms corresponding to subsets V̄ that contain the new covariate X. Letting V̄ denote the set

of all V̄ , 55 becomes,

I (Y,V, X) =
∑
V ∈V

(−1)|V |+1 I (Y, {V }) +
∑
V̄ ∈V̄

(−1)|V̄ |+1 I
(
Y,
{
V̄
})

(56)

There is a bijection between V and V̄ \X, defined by V̄ = {V,X}. This allows expression of the

last term in 56 as a sum over all V plus a single term for V̄ = X. Noting that |V̄ | = |{V,X}| − 1,

this expression is given by,

I (Y,V, X) =
∑
V ∈V

(−1)|V |+1 I (Y, {V })−
∑
V ∈V

(−1)|V |+1 I (Y, {V,X}) + I (Y,X) (57)
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Using the definition of the joint information to expand the second summand, this becomes,

I (Y,V, X) =
∑
V ∈V

(−1)|V |+1 I (Y, {V })−
∑
V ∈V

(−1)|V |+1 I (Y, {V } |X) +

I (Y,X)−
∑
V ∈V

(−1)|V |+1 I (Y,X)
(58)

For any V the final sum in 58 always yields a single −I (Y,X), by the properties of the bi-

nomial coefficient. That ensures the final two terms disappear, yielding the recursive definition,

I (Y,V, X) = I (Y,V)− I (Y,V|X), proving the equivalence by induction.
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11 Online Appendix - C Numerical Example

A “synthetic” example can help illustrate how the informational index of income inequality may

be applied in work based on work based on observed joint distributions of income and covariates,

and the kinds of inferences it enables.

Consider a total population of one million income earners with income levels between zero and

10, 000 monetary units. Suppose further that observation of those incomes is only possible at a

coarse graining with bin widths equal to the monetary unit. As a result, there are 10, 000 bins of

possible income levels, and the maximum possible measure of entropy is given by log 10, 000, or

approximately 9.21 if natural logarithms are used.

Suppose this population may be decomposed into four groups, defined by values of two observ-

able characteristics—educational attainment E; and social-identity G, defined for all individuals

independently and prior to their income-generating processes. Education may take on a “high”

or “low” level, denoted by e = ē and e, respectively. And there are two social-identity groups:

a historically dominant group with g = ḡ, and a historically subordinate group with g = g. Let

high-education, dominant-status individuals with (ē, ḡ) make up 20 percent of the population;

high-education, subordinate-status individuals with
(
ē, g
)

make up ten percent of the population;

low-education but dominant-status individuals with (e, ḡ)are 40 percent of the population; and

low-education, subordinate-status individuals with
(
e, g
)

make up 30 percent.

Suppose further that observed income distributions for these four subgroups are each well de-

scribed by a Lognormal distribution L (y;µ, σ), defined for income values y between zero and 10, 000.

All four distributions have a shape parameter σ = 1, but differ in their scale parameters µ. Let

those take values of 4, 3, 2, and 1 respectively.

Nine groups can be defined in this setting this population. Table 1 shows the distributional

form for incomes in each of them, along with its corresponding measure of entropy.
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Table 1: Population Groupings, Income Distributions, and their Entropy

Group Weight Income Distribution Entropy

All 1 0.2 L (y; 4, 1) + 0.1 L (y; 3, 1) + 0.4 L (y; 2, 1) + 0.3 L (y; 1, 1) 3.995

ḡ 0.6 0.33 L (y; 4, 1) + 0.66 L (y; 2, 1) 4.357

g 0.4 0.25 L (y; 3, 1) + 0.75 L (y; 1, 1) 3.185

ē 0.3 0.66 L (y; 4, 1) + 0.33 L (y; 3, 1) 5.144

e 0.7 0.57 L (y; 2, 1) + 0.43 L (y; 1, 1) 3.100

(ḡ, ē) 0.2 L (y; 4, 1) 5.419(
g, ē
)

0.1 L (y; 3, 1) 4.419

(ḡ, e) 0.4 L (y; 2, 1) 3.419(
g, e
)

0.3 L (y; 1, 1) 2.419

Maxent 9.210

From these measures of entropy for group income distributions it is possible to calculate the values

for all instances of the informational index of income inequality for this population. Those are

listed in Table 2.37

Table 2: Index Values

Instance Definition Value

QY (Y ) H (Y ) 3.995

QY (G) QY (Y )−
∑

g fg QY (Y |g) 0.106

QY (E) QY (Y )−
∑

e fe QY (Y |e) 0.282

QY (G|E)
∑

e fe QY (G|e) 0.094

QY (E|G)
∑

g fg QY (E|g) 0.269

QY ({G,E}) QY (G) +QY (E|G) 0.376

QY (G,E) QY (G)−QY (G|E) 0.012

The total informational measure of income inequality in this population of one million is 3.995.

This means the probability that income-generating processes offering each individual the same set

of possible income levels, as given by the marginal or population wide distribution of income, result

in the observed configurations of individual incomes is e−3.995×106 or 10−1.73×107 .

37And organised by their effective degree. Note that the conditional and joint instances are effectively second-degree
instances of the index.
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This total can be decomposed into the average income inequality within each of the two G sub-

groups, QY (Y |G) = 3.889, and income inequality across G groups, QY (G) = 0.106. As discussed

in section 7, the latter measure is a lower bound on total income inequality associated with the

social realities defining the groups g.

That implies that the probability of obtaining the distributions of income observed for groups

barg and g from processes independently offering members of each group the population-wide dis-

tribution of possible income levels is at most e−1.06×105 ∼ 10−46,035. If income-generating processes

did indeed offer both groups the same set of possible income values, NQY (G) follows a Chi-Squared

distribution with 9, 999 degrees of freedom. The value of that test statistic for the assumed income

distributions is 1.06 × 106. The probability that income-generating processes that are equitable

across G groups generate the observed distribution is an unfathomably small 4.47× 10−15,724. The

evidence of inequality of opportunity across G groups in the generation of incomes is overwhelming.

It is also independent of the micro-kinetic details of income-generating processes, the distributional

forms they define, the influence of unobserved individual characteristics on income-generating pro-

cesses, and of our knowledge about all of these things as observers.

Following the discussion in section 7, the maximum measure of inequality that may be asso-

ciated with education in this case is given by QY (E|G) = 0.269. The total amount of income

inequality across the entire population that may be jointly accounted for by values of E and G

is QY ({G,E}) = 0.376, or about 9.4 percent of total, population-wide inequality. The 0.106 ac-

counted for by G amounts to about 28 percent of the total population inequality that can be

accounted for by what is observed in this case. The remaining measure of inequality of opportunity

can be attributed to heterogeneity of incomes within (E,G) subgroups.

It is also possible to obtain third-order decompositions of income inequality in this case. This

helps cast some light onto the processes involved in defining the significance of G in income-

generating processes. The total measure of inequality associated with social identity QY (G) can

be decomposed into two distinct parts: The measure of income inequality associated with g within

each education group, QY (G|E) = 0.094; and the measure of income inequality associated with

the intersection of education and social identity considered singly, QY (G,E) = 0.012. This is an

informational generalisation of the decomposition put forward by Kitagawa, Blinder, and Oaxaca

based on estimated linear-regression parameters.

This decomposition in turn defines a third-degree decomposition of the total, population-wide

measure of inequality. That total may be though of as the sum of the measure of income inequality

within social-identity groups, QY (Y |G) = 3.889; the inequality across social-identity groups within

education groups, QY (G|E) = 0.094; and inequality shared by income, education, and social

identity, QY (G,E) = 0.012, when each is considered singly.

Finally, it bears noting that these are population-wide measures. As such, they are conditioned

by the relative weights of different subgroups in the population as a whole. This underestimates
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the effects social-identity and education have on groups accounting for relatively small fractions of

the population. Take for instance the 0.4 of the total population in the subordinate social group

g. The measure of income inequality associated with that specific social identity, QY
(
Y |g

)
is

0.810. Observing that an individual is a member of the socially subordinate group in this example

removes more than 20 percent of our uncertainty about their income. Along analogous lines, the

measure of income inequality associated with the social identity and level of education of low-

education, subordinate-status individuals is QY
(
Y |g, e

)
= 1.57. Learning somebody is a member

of the socially subordinate group with a low level of education eliminates more than 39 percent of

our uncertainty about their income.
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